Loss optimization in double fishnet metamaterials at telecommunication wavelengths
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A hole shape optimization study was made for a double fishnet metamaterial producing a negative index of refraction within 1.4 - 1.5 \( \mu m \). It is found that within these wavelengths, elliptical holes offer lower losses as compared to rectangular ones and theoretically produce the best figure of merit (FOM) of approximately 6. [DOI: 10.2971/jeos.2011.11008]
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1 INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials (MMs) with negative effective refractive index \((n_{ef})\), also known as left-handed metamaterials, has been a hot topic of research since the last decade. MMs possess physical properties that can be exploited in exotic applications like super lenses and optical cloaks just to name a few [1]. However, these special properties are not found in any naturally available material. So, it needs to be constructed artificially using fundamental components made of metal (Au/Ag) and dielectrics that provide resonant negative electrical and magnetic response. Noble metals seem to be the only choice for now in constructing MMs and losses are still a major impediment that prevent commercial realization of MM devices in the optical range. But, in the last two years, techniques combining MMs with gain media are being used to compensate for the intrinsic loss in metals [2, 3].

Among the various fundamental designs proposed for MMs (with no gain media) in the near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range, the best performance has been achieved using double metal layer fishnet structures (or double fishnet structures) [1, 4]. These structures are made by sandwiching a transparent dielectric layer between two thin metal films and drilling holes periodically in a square array throughout the whole thickness. The most important aspect of the fishnet design is its ability to provide a negative refractive index over a small range of wavelengths even at normal incidence. This range of wavelength can be further increased by stacking several double fishnet structures on top of each other [5]. The parameter which defines the performance of any MM is the figure of merit (FOM). FOM is equal to the ratio \(-n_r/n_i\), where \(n_r\) and \(n_i\) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index of the metamaterial. The imaginary part signifies the losses in the MM and hence, the FOM is desired to be as large as possible.

The different fishnet hole shapes considered until now are rectangular [6], circular [7] and elliptical [8] at various wavelengths. Our focus in this article is on improving the performance of a fundamental double fishnet structure operating in the vicinity of wavelengths 1.4 - 1.5 \( \mu m \) where there is scope for some interesting telecommunication applications. The best value of FOM using rectangular holes achieved experimentally till date is \(\sim 3\), at 1.4 \( \mu m \) [6]. It has been found theoretically that within the telecommunication range, rectangular holes yield a larger value of FOM as compared to circular and square holes [7]. Introducing an aspect ratio in the hole is found to improve the transmission properties of the fishnet MM. Also, the effect of metal layer thickness \((t)\) on the FOM has been studied recently for the case of rectangular holes [9] and it has been confirmed by us that the FOM can be increased to \(\sim 5\). However, we find that an even higher value of FOM (\(\sim 6\)) can be obtained using elliptical holes. There is a lack of clarity in existing literature regarding what happens to the FOM and other effective MM parameters when the periodicity of the fishnet unit cell varies. Our article tries to address this rather practical issue in order to efficiently design a double fishnet MM at any given wavelength of interest.
2 OVERVIEW OF FISHNET STRUCTURES AND DEVELOPMENTS WITH RESPECT TO FOM

A double fishnet MM structure can be logically split in two parts: electric and a magnetic quasi-atoms (or resonators), that needs to provide the required negative effective permittivity ($\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$) and negative effective permeability ($\mu_{\text{eff}}$) respectively, at desired wavelengths. A one-dimensional array of thin long wires (oriented along polarization of the incident E-field) forms the electric atoms, where the wire parameters and period can be adjusted to tune the value of resulting plasma wavelength [10]. Another array of a pair of long metal strips (oriented along the incident H-field) with dielectric between them form the magnetic atoms capable of providing a diamagnetic response ergo negative $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ [11]. The magnetic atom here is basically a simple LC circuit whose resonance condition depends on the geometrical dimensions of the metal (that defines inductance L) and dielectric (capacitance C). However, when a fishnet is fabricated, there is a coupling between both the resonators [12] and hence, the resulting values of $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ and $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ are bound to be influenced by each other. The overall losses of the fishnet MM also significantly depend on the hole shape and size [7] in addition to the unavoidable intrinsic loss of the metal.

In 2006, Dolling et al. [6] fabricated a double fishnet structure with rectangular holes operating at 1.4 $\mu$m wavelength with a FOM of $\sim$3 and this has been the best experimental FOM value reported until today. However, the same group realized that the fabricated structure was not optimized properly for the given metal thickness and also, a comparison was made between optimized fishnets with rectangular, circular and square holes set to work at 1.4 $\mu$m [7]. It was found that the FOM of rectangular holes ($\sim$3.7) was at least two times better than circular and square holes ($\sim$1.6). There are a number of geometrical parameters that need to be adjusted namely lattice constant $a$, hole dimensions $m$ and $n$, metal thickness $d$ and dielectric thickness $t$ (refer Figure 1) in order to get an optimum FOM for a given wavelength of operation. The dimensions $d$ and $t$ were then varied and the best theoretical FOM value possible for rectangular hole is $\sim$5 (at $t = 90$ nm, $d = 60$ nm) at 1.4 $\mu$m wavelength [9, 13]. Fishnet structures with elliptical holes have been investigated in the past but at longer wavelengths; and it was found that elliptical holes provide almost the same FOM as rectangular holes [8]. However, this particular investigation was done before the influence of metal layer thickness on the FOM of a double fishnet MM was studied. Thus, we will try to compare the best possible theoretical performances of rectangular and elliptical holes within the 1.4 - 1.5 $\mu$m window taking into account the issue of metal layer thickness in the forthcoming section.

3 SIMULATION METHOD AND MODEL PARAMETERS

The modelling is done using a commercial software CST Microwave Studio, which is based on finite integration time domain approach. Figure 1 shows an example of the unit cell of a fishnet MM with elliptical holes and excitation conditions studied in this manuscript. The metal used is Ag since it offers lower losses at optical wavelengths as compared to Au [5, 6]. The dimensions $m$ and $n$ denote the diameter of major axis (length) and minor axis (breadth) for elliptical (rectangular) holes. The dispersion parameters for Ag is set as follows: free electron Drude model with plasma frequency $\omega_p = 1.37 \times 10^{16}$ s$^{-1}$ and scattering frequency $\nu = 8.5 \times 10^{13}$ s$^{-1}$. The refractive index of dielectric MgF$_2$ is 1.38. In our analysis, the whole structure is embedded in an effective homogeneous medium of refractive index 1.05 so as to render the system reciprocal. The modelling procedure is kept consistent with Refs. [6, 7, 9]. The effective parameters ($\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}, \mu_{\text{eff}}$ and $\rho_{\text{eff}}$) of the double fishnet MM are retrieved from the complex transmitted and reflected fields using the standard parameter extraction method [14, 15]. FOM, as mentioned before, is the ratio of real and imaginary parts of $\rho_{\text{eff}}$ (i.e., FOM = $-\rho_r/\rho_i$). The lattice constant $a$ and MgF$_2$ thickness $d$ is set to 600 nm and 60 nm respectively.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first try to adjust the values of $m$ and $n$ for elliptical holes in order to get the best possible FOM within 1.4 - 1.5 $\mu$m for $t = 30$ nm to 130 nm. Physically, it is the dimension $w_e$ (or $m$) that mainly determines the magnitude of negative $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$, and
$w_h$ (or $n$) that controls the resonance wavelength of magnetic atoms. It is found that the max. FOM of elliptical holes is almost similar to that of rectangular holes for most values of $t$. The max. FOM values possible for rectangular holes as a function of $t$ is given in Ref. [9]. However, at $t = 90$ nm, we see an improvement in the FOM reaching approximately 6. As mentioned before, the best possible FOM for rectangular holes at $t = 90$ nm is ~5. By carefully adjusting $m$ and $n$ (indirectly $w_c$ and $w_h$), it is possible to tune the operating point of the double fishnet MM without much degradation in the FOM peak value as shown in Figure 2.

Though the improvement is not very drastic, it is still quite significant highlighting the importance of hole shape in engineering the losses of a metamaterial structure. The average transmission from optimized elliptical holes within 1.4 - 1.5 $\mu$m is ~70% (not shown) which is also greater than that of rectangular holes (~60%). The dependence of losses (or FOM) on the hole shape is vaguely related to the hole-waveguide resonance and the dielectric gap surface plasmon modes but the exact explanation is still elusive [16]. Figure 3 shows the extracted effective parameters corresponding to the FOM curves in Figure 2. It can be seen that the FOM improvement for elliptical holes is predominantly due to slightly higher magnitude of $n_{r}$.

Next, we check the effect of small variations in the lattice constant $a$ on the double fishnet MM parameters keeping the hole dimensions fixed. The case of an elliptical hole ($m = 490$ nm,
n = 150 nm) that gives maximum FOM at 1.4 μm is considered. The effective MM parameters are calculated for a = 575 nm, 600 nm and 625 nm respectively (Figure 4). A change in the periodicity alters both, ωe and ωh. Hence, the response of electric and magnetic atoms, as well as the coupling conditions between them is also altered. It can be observed that there is a steady blue shift in the magnetic resonance (μeff) accompanied by an increase in its magnitude as a is decreased (Figure 4(b)). The blue shift is due to a change in the LC-resonance condition of the magnetic atom: a narrow ωh corresponds to a smaller resonance wavelength. The increase in magnitude can be explained qualitatively by the larger density of magnetic atoms. The absolute value of effective permittivity decreases with a (or ωe) partially because of reduced screening by the metal wires parallel to the incident E-field (Figure 4(c)). The stability of FOM peak value (~6) at the three different periodicities is the result of a coupling process between the electric and magnetic atoms (Figure 4(d)) as the decrease in permittivity is compensated by an increase in permeability. However, there is a gradual degradation in FOM peak as a < 575 nm and a > 625 nm.

5 SUMMARY

A comparison was made between the best possible FOM and other effective optical parameters achieved by a double fishnet metamaterial with rectangular and elliptical holes designed to operate at telecommunication wavelengths. Elliptical holes (max FOM = ~6) offer a better performance than rectangular holes (~5) within wavelengths 1.4 - 1.5 μm. A change in lattice periodicity influences the electric as well as the magnetic atoms of the MM and it could be an important parameter for optimization of a fishnet design.
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